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Abstract

We report on a set of 40 semi-structured interviews with information security executives and
managers at a variety of firms and government agencies. The purpose of the interviews was to
learn more about how organizations make cybersecurity investment decisions: how much support
they receive to execute their mission, how they prioritize which threats to defend against, and
how they choose between competing security controls. We find that most private sector execu-
tives believe that their firms adequately fund cybersecurity, but that finding qualified personnel
inhibits the pace of adoption of new controls. Most firms do not calculate return on investment
(ROI) or other outcome-based quantitative investment metrics; instead, they opt for process-
based frameworks such as NIST and COBIT to guide strategic investment decisions. Finally,
we note that CISOs in government face considerable challenges compared to their private-sector
counterparts.

1 Introduction and Background

In recent years the level of attention paid to cybersecurity issues by organizations has skyrocketed.

Cyber risk is now a board-level concern, and IT security budgets have risen accordingly. Despite

the increased attention, it is not clear whether or not firms have become more sophisticated in how

they manage cyber risks. Historically, most firms have made cybersecurity investment decisions

by adhering to industry best practices, without necessarily developing a detailed understanding of

their overall cyber risk first.

In this paper, we set out to learn more about how modern organizations manage cybersecurity

risks and how they make the corresponding investment decisions. We conducted semi-structured

interviews with 40 executives, primarily at the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) level.

From these conversations, we are able to compare the findings and advances made by the security

economics research community over the past 15 years [2, 22] to today’s realities.

Anderson noted in 2001 that most information security failures occur due to misaligned incen-

tives [1]. CISOs can only implement a program to secure a company’s IT infrastructure if they

receive support from the highest levels of the company and get buy-in from all employees. So we

started by asking about the support CISOs receive, and how that has changed over time.

Beginning with the seminal model developed by Gordon and Loeb [10], a sequence of cyberse-

curity investment models have been proposed [6, 13]. These models are premised on firms adopting

a rational approach to managing risk management [23]. Each additional dollar of cybersecurity
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investment yields diminishing marginal returns, and so there must be an optimal investment level

of protection that falls well short of absolute security. But how does the reality of cybersecurity in-

vestment decisions compare to this idealized conception? We asked the CISOs a series of questions

about their spending levels, what goes into their investment decisions, and how they prioritize.

Risk management is predicated on risk quantification, and many researchers have attempted to

quantify cyber risks using quantitative metrics such as return on investment (ROI) [11, 4, 15, 3] or

cost-benefit analysis [20, 12]. But do firms actually bother with quantifying cyber risks in this way?

And furthermore, do they rely on such quantitative metrics to guide investment decisions? If not,

what approach is used instead? Prior research showed that the firms of 7–10 years ago, when they

explicitly thought about managing risk, typically took an unstructured qualitative approach [22, 7].

Have recent cybersecurity events changed this? We asked the CISOs.

The security economics literature has identified several key market failures that impose barriers

to achieving cybersecurity. Chief among them are information asymmetries [2, 17]. Organizations

often do not learn about the latest threats if attackers target their competitors first. Only when

they are later attacked do they truly learn what the costs of attacks are. Furthermore, the market

for security products and services may be a market for lemons [1]: if CISOs cannot evaluate the

security capabilities of competing products, then the market could be flooded with low-quality

products that do not deliver the claimed security benefits. We asked CISOs about how they

evaluated products to gauge the extent of information asymmetries and their impact.

A few other researchers have recently interviewed CISOs. In [16], Libicki et al. interviewed

18 CISOs in order to understand what influences their decisions. Notably, they found that many

CISOs struggle getting buy-in and support from their bosses, which is different than what we

found. We hypothesize that the seeming contradiction can be attributed to sample differences:

half of their interviewees came from military or government, which we have found operate under

very different constraints than do private-sector CISOs. Cavusoglu et al. surveyed information

security managers, including CISOs, about factors that influence organizational investments in

cybersecurity [5]. They incorporated the results into a structural equation model, finding that

normative pressures drive much of the investment. Our work complements this effort by focusing

on the cybersecurity investment decision-making process.

Section 2 details the methodology, and the subsequent sections present the key findings. Sec-

tion 3 describes how organizations are supported in terms of budget and by senior management,

along with how that has changed. Section 4 examines how cybersecurity investment decisions are

made, including how organizations prioritize, using metrics and especially frameworks. Section 5

examines the suitability of information decision makers have in managing risk and selecting vendors

for security controls. Section 6 compares findings across different sectors, while Section 7 examines

the unique circumstances facing government CISOs. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Survey population

We recruited a total of 40 executives for this study; the great majority of the interviewees were

CISOs, with a handful of CIOs and other roles. We selected participants primarily from large

firms across four industries: healthcare (5 firms), financial (8), retail (8) and government (11).

The remainder came from other sectors, such as energy, automotive and higher education. 31

participants came from US organizations, with the remainder international.

Participants were recruited by a variety of means. IBM, the research sponsor, identified the

majority of participants, passing along contact information for us to reach out directly.

2.2 Semi-structured interview approach

We carried out the interviews using a semi-structured approach. We aimed to cover each of the

study questions in every interview; these questions would serve as a launching point for follow-on

questions in a conversation with the subjects.

Interviews were conducted either in person or via phone with one or two researchers1. Interviews

lasted from 30 minutes to 1 hour. At the start of each interview we asked interviewees to sign a

consent form, which made clear that the interview was confidential, that any results from the

interview would be presented in an anonymous fashion, not mentioning the interviewee or their

firm, and that the interviewee could choose to not answer any question or terminate the interview

at any time. During the interview, efforts were made to build a high degree of trust with the

interviewee(s), based in part on the interviewers’ and subject’s shared expertise in cybersecurity.

Questions were broken down into three broad categories: grounding questions, macro-level,

and micro-level questions. The grounding questions were designed to elicit information about

the subject’s background and role within the organization. Macro-level questions focused on how

threats were identified, managed and prioritized in general. We also inquired about the degree of

support from management, how that has changed, and the use of metrics in guiding investment

decisions. Micro-level questions focused on the experience of a recent large cybersecurity investment

project. We asked about the decision-making process, their satisfaction with available information,

and any link to the metrics used in prioritizing threats. The full list of questions is given in the

Appendix.

The advantage of a semi-structured interview methodology is that it enables the researchers

to glean detailed contextual information that would not be possible using a structured survey

instrument. It does not presuppose what the answers to questions should be, which enables us to

uncover new and unexpected findings. It also enables us to get a deep understanding of how each

interview subject approaches the highly complex challenge of securing a large organization.

1The research methodology has been reviewed and approved by SMU’s human subjects division as IRB 2014-130-
MOOT.
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The disadvantage of the semi-structured interview methodology is that the contextual findings

we report do not generalize to the profession as a whole. Even though we interviewed a large number

of executives across many sectors, the unstructured portions of the interviews were so personalized

that our findings must be interpreted as exploratory in nature.

On balance, we believe the semi-structured interview approach is the most appropriate instru-

ment for studying these complex issues. We hope that many of the findings we report can be

corroborated with other methods, such as by carrying out more structured interview questions

informed by the preliminary findings given here.

3 Organizational Support for Cybersecurity

3.1 Support from upper-level management

Broadly, senior-level management and company boards are supportive or very supportive of cyber-

security efforts. 81% of subjects reported that their upper-level management is supportive of their

activities. 85% reported that the level of support has been increasing, with the remainder saying

that support has remained unchanged. No one said that the amount of support they are receiving

with respect to cybersecurity is decreasing.

When asked why there was such a high level of support, most interviewees mentioned recent

breaches that have been heavily covered in the news – the Anthem breach was brought up many

times, as it was the latest breach in the news when most of the interviews were conducted. While

breaches have sensitized senior management to the need for improved cybersecurity in the past,

the recent breaches have for some reason been attributed as a tipping point for high-level support

from the great majority of non-government firms interviewed.

One CISO characterized the situation as there being a “hunger for security in the company”.

His2 “senior management has gotten religion about how important security is”. He contrasted this

with how things were only a few years ago.

As will be detailed later in this paper, cyber risk is becoming or has become a first-class risk,

and funding for cybersecurity projects reflects this. Most CISOs say that getting budget for their

projects is not a challenge; in a few cases CISOs said that senior management would like them

to do more. Where CISOs did get push-back on their budget requests, the reason was often that

senior management was concerned that the CISO’s organization would not be able to execute on

the volume of proposed projects, not that they objected to the projects themselves. This is reflected

by the observation that 40% of participants reported receiving some push-back from management.

There were a few exceptions: five subjects reported that they did not feel they received adequate

support from senior management. For example, the CISO at a large European retailer reported

that the board is not supportive of cyber programs. These firms had not experienced problems

resulting from a lack of cybersecurity in the recent past (which is different than saying they were

2We use male pronouns throughout to refer to interview subjects regardless of gender, in order to protect the
anonymity of participants.
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secure), and as a result saw no need to go above what was required from a regulatory compliance

perspective.

At the board level it was common for the CISO to directly or through their reporting chain

report out on the cybersecurity stance of the firm. Some boards had cyber-specific subcommittees

that the CISO was a member of. One CISO who reports to the CIO notes that “the [IT security

advisory] board helps provide that layer of oversight and the opportunity to have senior-level

visibility that I might not otherwise have”.

3.2 How have budgets changed over time, and why?

Outside of government, cybersecurity budgets have generally been growing. 88% of participants

report that their security budget has increased, with the remainder saying it has remained the

same. (For a discussion of the impact of budget on government CISOs, see Section 7). The level

of attention cybersecurity has received in the press and as a result of breaches has created an

environment where most firms are prepared to make substantial investments. In the words of one

CISO whose budget has nearly doubled, “Honestly, I have not seen a case where I asked for money

and it’s been turned down. It’s a unique time in the field because of the hype.”

How are CISOs effectively making the case for more budget? A common refrain was the use

of frameworks. In the words of one CISO, “Security has to be able to have a basis to argue its

point of view in a compelling story with some thought behind it, rather than ‘I want to get these

things because it’s the next cool security thing that’s out there’.” Senior leadership is “looking

for me to articulate what the security strategy is in words, in projects, and in dollars that make

sense to them”, and the framework facilitates that. A retail CISO says that frameworks help him

clearly articulate the key message when making new investments: how risk levels change, the spend

required to execute, and how to prioritize. It makes for a far easier conversation than were he to

say he needs a collection of solutions to reduce risk within the environment because the solutions

all sound the same all the time to senior leaders.

According to a CISO for a large retailer who has suffered a high-profile breach, senior man-

agement was prepared to invest substantially in security following the incident. But they wanted

to do so in a thoughtful and measured way. The current CISO was recruited to the company to

bring “planning and science into where to spend”, as well as offer guidance on how quickly they can

ramp up capabilities without taking on more than can be managed. A custom framework built on

ISO and NIST guidelines has satisfied management that the CISO has a solid plan for investment.

More detail on the use of frameworks is given in Section 4.4.

Another tried-and-true way to win budget is to point to compliance obligations. While compli-

ance does drive a significant portion of security investment, the most effective CISOs tended to avoid

making cases based primarily on compliance alone. As one CISO remarked, “I try, in everything

that I communicate about why we’re investing in security, I always try to make the compliance

argument the last thing because I think that way too many programs are aligned around ‘What’s

the minimum thing I have to do to get a check mark? And if I get a check mark I must be fine’. I
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don’t really talk about the security program from a compliance standpoint very often.” It is worth

noting that this CISO has leveraged frameworks to win a greatly increased budget. By contrast,

three of the four subjects who stated that upper management does not support their cybersecurity

efforts also reported that compliance arguments were the main way they could win more budget.

Another approach effective CISOs take to get buy-in is to engage business units by understand-

ing their risks and making security ‘real’ for them at their level. One government CISO looks for

internal information security “champions” and engages them directly. Another government CISO

would demonstrate the vulnerabilities to the CIO or the business owners. Business owners were

preferred, as they had the power to harp on the CIO to make changes happen.

3.3 Perceptions of adequate spending levels

One of the structured questions we asked was whether the interviewees felt that they and their

peers were spending too little/ about right / too much on cybersecurity. Slightly more than half

said that they were spending too little; this did not meaningfully vary by sector. One factor that

did have a slight correlation was the use of a framework. All the firms that felt they were spending

appropriately had a framework (10 firms). Of the firms that felt they were spending too little, 2/3

utilized a framework and the remaining 1/3 did not (12 firms total).

As will be presented below, CISOs found that their using frameworks aided their efforts to

develop an understanding in senior leadership of the business consequences of insufficient cyberse-

curity. It is not clear if this is the reason these CISOs felt their firm was investing too little; but it

does seem that strongly embracing frameworks is associated with the belief that firms are investing

sufficiently.

One intriguing finding was that although 46% of subjects believe that their organization was

spending about the right amount on security, only 7% believed that their peers were. 64% responded

that their peers were spending too little. Strikingly, 29% claimed that their peers were spending

budget in the wrong areas, even though this wasn’t offered as an explicit choice.

3.4 People are the primary limiting factor in budget requests

One of the surprising findings that emerged early was that budget was clearly available for cyber-

security projects. CISOs would talk about their plans, which often included increasing headcount.

Some CISOs were talking about more than doubling the size of their group in the coming year.

For several firms interviewed their proposed budget got push-back — not because of the size

of the budget but because senior management had concerns about the ability of the cybersecurity

organization to absorb a larger budget in terms of execution and increased headcount. Internally

there was agreement to and support for a particular cybersecurity project plan, but the execution

concerns resulted in efforts not being funded.

CISOs from many sectors talked about the difficulty in finding and hiring skilled, talented

cybersecurity personnel, despite their large professional networks. One CISO has had three slots

open for months and only recently has found two suitable candidates. Another talked about how
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his location is not a draw, and he is recruiting from the local university. A CISO who is also

recruiting from his local university acknowledged that students straight out of school know very

little about the space, but says ‘We all have to start somewhere’. He talked about growing the

needed competencies internally, and seems resigned but confident. Yet another CISO talked about

how he cannot compete with the salaries being offered. He thought he was going to hire a candidate,

but could not meet the $30k higher offer the candidate had elsewhere.

As noted elsewhere (Section 7), government entities face steep budgetary constraints; for them

people are not the limiting factor. Even so, they too struggle to hire, and to train those they hire.

One government CISO talked about how the cap on training budget was $3k per person, per year.

He was saying that’s about the cost of a 4-day SANS course, and he feels his staff needs to attend

multiple SANS courses a year to stay current.“That’s why we rely on contractors heavily”, he says.

Other firms rely on contractors to provide particular areas of expertise and augment their staff

during projects; in some cases there’s an explicit desire for these contractors to train the internal

staff to use new technologies – to act in a mentoring role.

4 How are Cybersecurity Investment Decisions Made?

4.1 What are the biggest drivers of cybersecurity investment?

At the end of our interviews, we gave subjects a list of possible drivers of security investment and

asked to rank their top three. The results are given in Figure 1. By far, the most frequent responses

were “perceived risk reduction” and “compliance”. Subjects reported that compliance obligations

drive a significant fraction of the overall budget (in terms of financial outlay and employee time).

Even so, there was a universal recognition that compliance can only address some of the challenges

they face, at best. “Good compliance does not equal good security”, as one CISO put it.

Several subjects explained that invoking compliance was the most reliable way to get projects

funded. However, due to the disconnect between compliance efforts and security, other strategies

were needed to support important efforts not mandated by compliance regimes.

The fact that “perceived risk reduction” was selected most often is an encouraging, albeit

unsurprising, result. CISOs are investing in security controls that, in their eyes at least, reduce

the risk facing the firm. Below, we explore in greater detail how the subjects determine that the

countermeasures will reduce risk, be it through using frameworks, metrics, or gut.

It is also worth noting what is not driving security investment. Cost reduction was only selected

as a top driver by one respondent. Even though security is often portrayed as a cost center to the

business, few CISOs view security spending as an opportunity to reduce costs for the firm. Customer

requirements, while selected by a few respondents, is also not widely seen as a driver of security

investment.
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Figure 1: Responses to the question: “Please number your top 3 drivers of information security
investment”.

4.2 How do organizations identify which threats are most important and pri-

oritize accordingly?

At the end of the interview, subjects were also offered a list of prioritization approaches and asked

to rank the top three approaches they used. Figure 2 plots the results. It is worth noting that there

was much greater variation in the responses to this question than to the question about drivers.

The top two selections were industry best practices and frameworks. In fact, the exact language

used for the “frameworks” response is “NIST or other formal IT-to-business risk mapping process”.

Based upon the interviews themselves, most of those respondents selecting industry best practices

explained in the interview that they relied on a simpler framework to prioritize such as the SANS

Top 20 Critical Controls [21]. We dive deeper into the discussion of frameworks later in this section.

“Past attacks on your firm” came in third, with a substantial but lesser showing for “past

attacks on other firms”. In conversation, respondents selecting these responses pointed to the

importance of information on incidents revealed by security information and event management

(SIEM) systems and other threat intelligence. Subjects also selected these responses when they, or

a close competitor, experienced a data breach or other high-profile attack.

“Quantitative measures (e.g., ROI, NPV)” came in fourth, though notably most subjects select-
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Figure 2: Responses to the question: “Please number your top 3 prioritization approaches”.

ing this response ranked it as only the third most important factor. We next discuss the importance

of these measures to subjects, along with cost-value estimation.

4.3 Do organizations calculate ROI to make investment decisions?

The use of true quantitative metrics to guide investment decisions has been very rare. Only a few

subjects have mentioned using a numeric ROI-type metric as a way of prioritizing investments.

Most use of metrics have been focused on measuring and improving operational security: counting

the number of unpatched machines in an organization, malware infections caught, employees falling

for company-transmitted phishing emails, and so on.

A minority of subjects reported that they were still asked to place budget requests in ROI

terms. This requirement was more prevalent in the financial sector. But even in cases where ROI

was still used, the impression given by the respondents is that their boards are not driving its

decision-making in this way.

We observed disagreement over whether or not ROI is a useful or meaningful measure to cal-

culate. When asked if he ever made ROI calculations, one CISO replied that he and the CIO have

“steered clear of FUD” (fear, uncertainty and doubt). When asked to elaborate, he stated that he

does not want to sell security to the board by saying “there’s a 20% chance of a $20 million breach
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in a given 5 years”. He just doesn’t think that argument resonates at the executive level.

A healthcare CISO stated that “in security, ROI is a fallacy. We are a cost center”. His view

is that security is a necessary business expense, and the attempt to frame spending as creating

business value is doomed to fail. Some CISOs take a more nuanced view, that in certain situations,

calculating ROI is feasible, even helpful, while in other cases it is not an appropriate measure.

A retail CISO argued that he could plausibly assign a value to at-risk credit-card records and

personally-identifiable information (PII) in order to identify securing which would lead to a better

ROI. His firm holds around tens of thousands of credit-card records, whose exposure could trigger

a $2 million fine, plus the cost of breach remediation. By contrast, his firm holds hundreds of

thousands of records with PII. Consequently, he treats the loss of PII as a top threat, and can

devise ROI measures to back that up. This same CISO noted that while calculating ROI makes

sense here, in other areas such as the deployment of encryption mechanisms, calculating ROI does

not make sense. He justifies countering these other threats by risk mitigation rather than frame it

in terms of ROI.

Another CISO from the financial sector recognizes the difficulty of making ROI calculations,

and he uses a framework that does not rely on ROI, but nonetheless he still holds it up as an ideal.

He recounted one recent example that was the first time he’s seen a security ROI argument that

in his view could sell at a business level. The example involved software security code review. He

ran a testing program over 9 months and concluded that by detecting code deficiencies early he is

actually saving the organization $1–2 million. He expressed hope that his organization might find

similar justifications for future investments.

All this discussion about the limitations of calculating ROI should not obscure the point that

metrics can be very useful as a communication tool, to both operation teams working for the CISO

and to senior decision makers above the CISO. One government CISO recounted how a colleague

had used metrics to incentivize better behavior. The colleague assembled a report card of the

organization’s information security posture using 20 metrics (e.g., patch times). After presenting

the report cards at meetings with executives, he watched as divisions started competing to get

better “grades” than others. Another CISO relied on metrics tracking risk over time to justify his

spend – both the need to increase spending and the evidence of the spend’s impact. He argued

that longitudinal metrics can be very powerful in building a business case to senior management

that security investment has been worthwhile.

While we have not seen widespread use of ROI calculations in deciding how to invest in informa-

tion security, many CISOs do think about risk in qualitative terms in a way that guides investment

decisions. They are acutely aware of the many security risks reported by the media and in trade

reports, and they take individual decisions about which threats are most significant to their firm.

For some firms the biggest threat is data breach, whereas for others it is threats to availability. Re-

gardless of which threats are the top priority, the CISOs focus their efforts and budgets on selecting

the best countermeasures to mitigate the top risks. That the calculus lacks the precision used by

traditional ROI calculations could actually be interpreted as a sign of growing sophistication: The
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old ROI calculations required fudging numbers in a way that might placate management but did

not actually help guide the CISO’s decision-making process.

4.4 The role of frameworks

Frameworks have become a very common feature of cybersecurity efforts. Frameworks are utilized

for purposes ranging from compliance through highly-tailored risk assessment, prioritization, and

communication/project management tools. The types of frameworks used is also broad. Many

firms utilize well-known and defined frameworks such as NIST [18, 19], ISO 27000 [9], and CO-

BIT [14]; others develop approaches based either on these frameworks or on their own approaches

and call them ‘frameworks’. These extended and ‘roll-your-own’ frameworks often allow for the

categorization and prioritization of risk in addition to mitigation using controls. For the purposes

of this report we will take a broad view of what constitutes a framework and include any such

formal mechanism to guide security investment decisions.

The use of frameworks The use of frameworks does not seem to be sector-specific, with the

exception of the government sector. In the US government, NIST frameworks play a central role

in developing controls to manage cyber risk. Adherence to the NIST guidelines is required by the

Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA); the resulting controls form the

basis of annual audits. As a result, government entities tend to view the use of frameworks as a

compliance activity. For example, one government CISO spoke about the NIST framework and his

desire to keep as compliant as possible, and findings during the audits as low as possible. This

CISO also had the goal of becoming secure, and not just compliant.

Not all government agencies feel bound by NIST; some see it as a bar that needs to be met.

One government CISO spoke about developing a ‘risk register’ that went well beyond NIST; their

framework for prioritizing cybersecurity investments included input from government intelligence

agencies, and a separate framework used to assign a risk score to core assets. Another created a

matrix that looked at 40 different areas and used this to assess security posture and maturity. This

matrix was based on NIST and ISO 27001.

Frameworks are used to assess security posture and maturity, identify gaps, and prioritize avail-

able investments. Most of the interviewees spoke of having a considered, persistent way of assessing

their risks (what we are defining as a framework for this report; most were not NIST/ISO/etc.);

these frameworks were then utilized to characterize their risks. As most of the frameworks enabled

them to rank order the resulting risks it also enabled them to establish a prioritization as well.

At least one firm used the resulting prioritization to validate the framework’s veracity. One

astute CISO observed that his organization would often ignore the top ten risks identified by the

framework and instead focus on the 11th, because the 11th-highest risk according to the framework

was actually the most important one in the eyes of his team. Afterwards, he wondered why they

were investing substantial effort in using a complex framework if they were only loosely following

its results? This dissonance between the framework and their perception of risk has led them to
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consider a simpler framework that better aligns with their expectations. We note this example

raises the very interesting issue of whether frameworks are used to define or to support risk-ranking

beliefs; that is a subject for another study.

Another powerful use of frameworks was as a communications tool. Bridging the gap between IT

thinking and business thinking has always been a cybersecurity challenge; many of the interviewed

firms talk about using their framework as a communications tool to make the risks more concrete.

As one CISO put it, the framework allowed senior non-technical business leaders to understand

the approach and the needs; the framework allowed him to get funding, and to report progress in

meeting expectations. Frameworks are valuable to another CISO because it is “fairly easy to discuss

and to convey to different layers of leadership”. Another CISO talked about how the framework

makes it clear to senior management what their current risk rating is, and how much needs to be

invested to bring risk down to a particular level.

Framework development As mentioned above many firms have developed their own frame-

works. At a high level all frameworks, whether standard (e.g. NIST) or custom, incorporate ele-

ments of business assets, processes, vulnerabilities, and probabilities. The differences between the

frameworks presented in the interviews lies along a few dimensions:

• Their specific environment

• Costs of remediation

• Other internal or external knowledge (e.g., threat information)

Here we hope to shed a little insight into how a few firms went about developing frameworks.

The first case to discuss is a financial firm. The director of information security for this firm

takes a broad, systemic view of cyber risk management, thinking about where does security begin

and end, and what does security mean for their organization.

His initial approach to developing a framework started by identifying 3–4 dozen domains that

map back to FFIEC handbook [8] domains and to ISO 27001 primary and secondary domains. He

then evaluated the entire entity based on asset class and determined their strengths and weaknesses

with respect to control abilities. More recently the entity has adopted the NIST framework, using

several domains to help them assess the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data as well as

the governance and strategy. The director says that these have many associated technology risk

functions and they’ve spent effort to address the associated change management and strategy. The

results of efforts become elements of a COBIT-style risk framework they use.

This framework is used to assess assets, controls and compliance across the entire enterprise.

The results inform the work of cybersecurity-specific committees, compliance committees, opera-

tional risk committees and enterprise-wide risk committees. As a result, enterprise-wide policies

and standards are developed, and the entire enterprise must adhere to these minimum baseline

standards.
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The director of information security says the frameworks helped senior-level business leaders

understand the systemic approach; this understanding enabled him to get funding for his projects.

The framework has also prompted a discussion around the real cyber risks in the enterprise as a

whole, how they manifest themselves, and how to respond and recover once bad actors have pene-

trated their systems. To enable this, he spent an enormous amount of time translating frameworks

into language that business leaders and managers could understand.

Another example comes from the health care sector. This started out as an extensive security

audit by a third-party, which resulted in a comprehensive report that broke down the firm’s risk

areas into categories and offered recommendations for each area. The CISO had additional con-

sultants come in to validate the statements in the report. From this the CISO developed a risk

register of the risks the report identified as ‘high’ or ‘medium’; the definition of risk used was the

likelihood of that event happening over the next 18 months, and the potential impact. High risks

would have a substantial impact on the ability of the firm to meet its objectives; medium risks

would have a moderate impact.

Using this risk register he identified the top 20 risks and then looked at the firm’s risk appetite

and willingness to spend to put together a project roadmap to address these risks. He also used

COBIT’s Maturity Model to build a security maturity framework for the firm, and developed an

assessment of where they were now and where they wanted to be in three years. He used these

frameworks to justify projects; the CISO said that these frameworks created a lot of discussion at

the leadership level.

Security frameworks: the new checkbox? A few years ago a major driver of information

security investment were lists of controls that were needed, and investments were made to ‘check

the box’: e.g., ‘we have antivirus!’. One of the shortcomings of the checkbox approach was that

it did not lend itself to thinking critically about the cyber risks faced by the organization. The

checkbox approach achieved compliance, but did not ensure risks were being properly managed.

The security frameworks commonly used today invites executives to think rigorously about their

organization from a risk perspective, and their widespread use indicates a general maturation of

cyber risk management.

That said, there remains a concern that although CISOs are using a more mature tool, they may

not be using it to gain a more critical understanding of the cyber risk stance of their organization.

In effect, they might be using it as a more advanced ‘checkbox’. We did hear examples of this

during the interviews, where at least one CISO talked about their primary goal being to keep

compliance with the framework as high as possible and to keep findings during audits low. Other

CISOs directly applied standard frameworks across the enterprise, without first taking the time to

understand the realities of the business units with which they lacked familiarity.

In this sense, the firms that are developing their own cyber-risk frameworks likely do have a

better understanding of their cyber risk than the average framework user. Most of the firms that

develop their own frameworks do so to better organize different views of risk, from different sources.
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These firms go beyond using a framework; they develop a custom framework and go through the

work needed to ask and answer the “where does security begin and end?” and “What does security

mean?” questions.

5 Is Security Still a Market for Lemons?

One of the key barriers to cybersecurity identified by researchers has been the presence of asym-

metric information. For example, if a firm cannot accurately assess the security level of products,

then it could refuse to pay a premium for security. When this happens, the market can suffer a

paucity of high-security products (as the vendors will not be paid their true value) and be flooded

with low-security products[1]. Another way in which information asymmetries present themselves

is by a firm’s misunderstanding of the severity of threats. If a firm does not know how it is being

attacked, it is very hard to correctly allocate budget to effective countermeasures.

We asked CISOs whether they felt they had adequate information to prioritize threats effectively

and to select the best security controls. On both counts most respondents felt that while the

information was far from perfect or complete, they have enough information to make the right

decisions. Consequently, in the eyes of the CISOs we interviewed, asymmetric information does not

present a significant barrier to achieving their goals.

5.1 Do organizations feel they have adequate information to manage risk and

prioritize threats?

When asked directly whether they felt they had enough information to manage risk and prioritize

threats, only 45% of CISOs responded with an unqualified “yes”. However, on digging a bit deeper,

those who answered “no” typically responded along the lines of ‘I can manage the threats I know

about, but I still worry about blind spots’. More than one invoked the Rumsfeldian concern over

the threat of “unknown unknowns”. This attitude reflects an acceptance that security can never

be perfect, and while they express great confidence in the steps taken, they also know that some

risks must be accepted rather than mitigated.

Why do firms have such confidence in their assessment of the threats facing their organizations?

Much of this can be attributed to efforts to increase visibility to security threats. Many CISOs

mentioned the use of third-party threat intelligence data feeds. Most operate a SIEM. Slightly fewer

rely on data-loss prevention (DLP) technology, but for those that do not, the main explanation

given was that they did not feel they had the capacity to take actions based upon the information

a DLP product would return. So while an information asymmetry clearly may remain in this case,

the decision was made explicitly to avoid taking on more information than can be acted upon.

Finally, several firms (notably in finance and energy sectors) reported that they are regularly

briefed by colleagues in the federal government on security threats. Some CISOs even maintain

security clearances directly for this purpose, or employ staff who have security clearances.
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5.2 Do organizations feel they have adequate information to select the best

security controls?

A related question is whether or not CISOs feel they can make informed decisions on selecting the

right security control when choosing among competing offerings. 85% of CISOs said that they had

as much information as they needed when selecting a security control. Where do they get this

information from?

They don’t get the information they need based on cold calls from sales teams. One CISO

warned against the “fog of more”. He is contacted by a vendor 10 times a day (“I’m not exaggerat-

ing”), each claiming that they have a tool to solve all their problems. He ignores these solicitations,

treating them as noise. Instead, he starts with a defined problem, usually a gap identified by a

framework, then explores the landscape to find candidate solutions to this problem, and then carry

out a more thorough comparison among tools.

While CISOs might be able to resist the sirens’ song from vendors touting the latest and greatest

technology, senior management is not always so disciplined. Invariably, senior leaders come across

news articles or conversations with others that suggest a particular technology may be promising,

and they sometimes ask the CISO to evaluate the tool. In the words of one CISO, “what I always

want to say, but don’t, is if we have to change a strategy because of an article you read in the Wall

Street Journal, you should probably fire me” because changing course would demonstrate a lack of

strategy and vision in terms of cybersecurity investment.

What we found is that the reason most CISOs are confident that they can select the right

security controls is that they have a process that they follow and have confidence to select the

right tool. The frameworks identify what controls are needed where, and then the solicitation and

evaluation helps identify the right product for them.

A range of strategies are used. For many large companies, the starting point is outside research

from a third party such as Gartner or Forrester. 82% of CISOs reported using the Gartner reports,

notably the Magic Quadrant, to identify a list of candidates and assess strengths and weaknesses

in terms of features and performance. 25% of CISOs reported using Forrester. Nearly all CISOs

using these products were quite aware of their limitations, stating that these help pare down the

field rather than make a final selection. It should also be noted that some CISOs at smaller

organizations deliberately look for companies and products not covered by this outside research.

The explanations why typically centered around the perceived higher cost of large vendors and the

lesser requirements that these smaller organizations may have.

Many larger firms run a “bake-off” among finalists, where systems are deployed on a trial basis

within the organization. This testing yields not only insight into the relative performance among

the candidates, but also can identify how well the prospective components fit in with the existing

infrastructure. Furthermore, the bake-off gives the security team a chance to test out which systems

they are most comfortable working with.

Getting such buy-in from the security staff is essential. As one financial CISO puts it: “it

doesn’t matter how good the tool is if the program is in the drawer and not on the floor”. This
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CISO takes it even farther, believing that most security technologies would be good enough so long

as the right people and processes are behind it. With that in mind, his strategy is to issue an RFP

but let the technical people within the organization help decide the finalists. This includes not only

security staff, but also the rest of IT operations. Getting staff buy-in helps ensure that the product

would be used to its full potential.

When asked for the most valuable type of information when choosing among security controls,

the most common refrain was peer feedback.

5.3 Value of information sharing groups in mitigating information asymmetries

Nearly all US-based CISOs reported that they participated in geographic or sectoral-based peer

groups with fellow CISOs. Many reported that their participation has been highly valuable, not

only for high-level sharing of threat intelligence but especially for gauging others’ experience with

security products and services under consideration by their own firm. Peer feedback on products

has been reported to be valuable in both winnowing down the field of contenders and for helping

to select among finalists.

We noted that these groups were seen as less valuable outside the U.S., at least in their current

state. International information-sharing organizations tended to be driven more by governments

as top-down initiatives than bottom-up ones as often observed in the U.S. For example, a CISO

for a British financial firm reported that he recently joined a government-led information sharing

initiative, but that it was “early days” and too soon to judge whether the collaboration would

prove valuable. By contrast, every US-based financial firm we interviewed mentioned that the FS-

ISAC (Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center) was highly valuable in sharing

high-level threat information.

6 Sector-level Differences and Similarities

One question we examined was whether there are significant differences in approaches to cyberse-

curity among the four sectors that were the focus of this study (Financial, Health Care, Retail, and

Government). Do the different sectors focus on different threats, or use different methodologies

for assessing and prioritizing risk? We used a few dimensions to guide our analysis: the reporting

structure, change in budget, identified threats, prioritization approaches, management support,

level of external interactions, and how far into their business they reach to understand enterprise

risks.

With a few exceptions there is more commonality than distinction among the focus sectors.

The exceptions are the Government entities interviewed, where the prioritization tended to focus

less on risk and more on compliance, and the changes in cybersecurity budget did not track with

the budgets in the other focus sectors (see section 7.1).
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6.1 Reporting structures

One of the interesting themes that came out of our discussions was the organizational reporting

structure. Whereas a few years ago the CISO would always report to either the CIO or CTO,

today there’s a range of reporting structures. There is a growing realization that the CISO role as

currently construed might fit the risk silo better than the technology silo.

Role reporting to: Finance Healthcare Retail Government

CRO (risk) 1 1

CFO (financial) 2

CIO (information) 2 6 4

CTO (technology) 1 1

COO (operating) 1 1

Board of Managers 1

Table 1: Reporting structure by sector. The left column indicates the role that the CISO reports
to.

Table 1 tallies the findings for the subjects we interviewed.3 In both the retail and especially

government sectors the available data shows a traditional CISO - CIO reporting structure. Greater

variation is seen in both the health and financial sectors.

An emphasis on risk over technology particularly evident in the financial sector, where CISOs

report to anybody but a CIO. Respondents reported to CROs, CFOs, CTOs and COOs, but none

reported to a CIO.

One CISO says the only reason cybersecurity exists is to manage risk, and being bundled under

the IT silo is the wrong place. Another finance CISO states that in order to be effective a CISO needs

to be able to quantify information risk in terms of dollars; he reports directly to the COO. A third

finance firm talks about the “three lines of defense paradigm” used in the insurance and financial

sectors and noted that the CIO is primarily a 1st line role, while the CISO is primarily a 2nd line

role and thus the CISO should be in a different silo than the CIO. This is semi-formally codified

in England where the British Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) recommends the separation of

information security from IT. Other sectors express additional reasons, such as increased visibility

of cyber risk in the organization. A healthcare CISO noted that the likelihood and consequences of

a data breach from a cost and damage to reputation standpoint demand a higher level of visibility

in the organization, and that the CISO role needs to be more visible as well. Other CISOs have

explicitly managed to increase the visibility of cyber risk by creating risk management committees

whose members include C-level leaders.

Some CISOs nonetheless prefer to report to the CIO. One states that he would like to stay in

the CIO silo due to the effectiveness of the CIO within the organization – he believed cyber risk

would have the most visibility with that reporting structure. Another contrasted the limitation in

3Note that the number of data points here and in Table 2 is less than 40 because not all interviews elicited
responses to this question.
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executing technologies that implement policies when CISOs report to the legal counsel, as opposed

to the CIO. “What I’ve seen in that space [when CISOs report to CLOs] is there’s a lot of power to

create policies, but accountability for the technical implementation and enforcement of that policy

is difficult to do. And the level of visibility into what’s happening at a technical level can sometimes

get obscured because there’s a natural fear of sharing ugliness outside the family, if you will.” The

CISO continues, “one of the things that is important about having the security function align with

the IT organization is that I control enterprise security policy, I control the systems that implement

and enforce that policy, I control the people and processes that respond to issues and threats to the

environment, and I control direction of the team that performs the recovery activity in the event

that something goes wrong. So by being able to touch all of those and have direct accountability

for them, I feel like I have better continuity in being able to implement a program that isn’t just a

policy, it’s a policy that’s backed up by real technology implementation.”

6.2 Budget changes by sector

Change in Cybersecurity Budget as a Function of Business Sector

Change in budget Finance Healthcare Retail Government

Increase III III III

Same FF III

Decrease

Table 2: Change in cybersecurity budget over the past two years by business sector. These data
represent the responses given by the interviewees; e.g. an interviewee saying ‘it hasn’t really changed’
would be counted in the ‘Same’ row. The right column indicates the role that the CISO reports to.
An ‘I’ indicates a U.S.-based firm, an ‘F’ indicates a firm based outside the U.S.

Table 2 reports whether or not respondents have experienced a change in budget over the past

two years, broken down by sector. We can see that regardless of sector, private-level firms reported

an increase in budget. Most firms indicated that cybersecurity was becoming a major focus, either

as a result of their own data breach experience or those of other firms such as Anthem or Premera.

Those and other events have clearly changed thinking in most firm’s senior management about

cyber risk management.

Government was an exception, where those interviewed reported no change in budget levels.

This reflects overall trends in the government budgeting process. For more, information, see Sec-

tion 7.1. Interestingly, two foreign retailers also said that their cybersecurity budget had not

changed.

6.3 Foreign cyber risk management is all over the map

We have interviewed CISOs from several countries as part of this study. Compared to their non-

U.S. colleagues the U.S. CISO interviews were quite similar: they were aware of the same issues,

had the same drivers, and largely shared the same experiences in terms of identifying, prioritizing,
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and getting cyber risk efforts funded. The non-U.S. CISO interviews exhibited a vast range of

approaches. Two interviews from another country brought to mind interviews in the U.S. from 10

years ago: cybersecurity was not a big deal; we will spend more time worrying about it when a

cyber event happens to someone we know.

This range of attitudes is quite intriguing; we are very interested in understanding the underlying

cause and how to promote individuals to take a rational approach to cybersecurity (assuming they

are not already doing so).

7 Special Challenges for Government CISOs

We interviewed one local (a very large county), two state-level, and three federal executives4. From

these conversations it became clear that the CISO role in government presents unique challenges

and responsibilities not seen in the private sector. Whereas in industry, management support for

cybersecurity has translated to access to budget, this is often not the case in government. Senior

leaders in government recognize the importance of cybersecurity, but structural issues within the

bureaucracy often inhibit adequate and timely prioritization. We focus our discussion on challenges

facing U.S. federal CISOs, though the challenges did come up in other interviews with government

officials, but in contexts specific to their jurisdiction. We have left many of those details out in

order to preserve the anonymity of the subjects.

Note that because the number of government CISOs we interviewed is small, relative to the

overall sample size, we caution against extrapolating generalized conclusions from the findings

presented. Our goal here is to relay the experiences of the subjects we interviewed in hopes of

shedding light on the challenges they face.

7.1 Challenges to the budgeting process

Money is always tight in government contexts, and cyber is no exception. Cyber budgets are part

of a bigger budget, and adding funding for cyber almost always means defunding something else

that could be providing a service rather than protecting infrastructure.

In addition, the extended government procurement cycle (typically 3 years long) means little

flexibility to divert resources to protect against emerging threats. One could say that budgets and

investments are based on last year’s threats, at best. As one federal CISO said, it “was difficult to

move from actionable intelligence (when I knew the bad guy was there) to legitimize procurement

in something sooner than a three-year cycle. ...If I saw something in 2014 I’d have to put it in my

2017 procurement plan”. This CISO contrasted this experience with his time in private industry,

where his threat intelligence is weaker than in government but he can act more quickly when the

need arises.

4An astute reader will note that the six government respondents listed here is fewer than the 11 listed in Section 2.
This is because the other five subjects were international or had roles other than CISO/CIO.
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Another federal CISO bluntly stated that “the appropriations process is killing us.” Why

is that? The CISO lists several reasons. First, moving budget is harder than it used to be. Any

budget shift over $500K requires Congressional approval. Prior to this requirement, the CISO could

easily repurpose unused budget from say, unfilled full-time equivalents (FTEs) to the purchase of

technology or services. Second, full acquisition approval cycles are required for any purchase over

$3,000. Planning these expenses out far in advance is onerous at best, and impossible when new

threats emerge. Third, uncertainty over budgets can lead to less effective spending. Single-point

solutions can be very expensive, and the CISO reports that he is often required to “peel these back”

because he can’t fund the ongoing maintenance. This CISO now tries to get multi-function tools

that are cheaper and better, but before he can get rid of the old, expensive and less-functional tools

and bring on the new ones, he must fully depreciate the old ones or develop a retirement plan and

get that approved. But if a tool is retired, there is no guarantee that he will get the money from

that to purchase the next tool. So the choice often comes down to carrying on with an expensive,

less effective tool or taking the chance in hopes of getting a cheaper, more effective one.

Due to these and other issues, he estimated that his agency is at least two years behind the

curve on cybersecurity. He therefore concludes that “the process is painfully broken.”

A related budgetary challenge that exists arises from the relationship between agency and

department-level CISOs.

7.2 Tensions between agency and department-level CISOs/CIOs

In the US federal government, CISOs and CIOs are appointed for departments as well as their

constituent agencies. For example, there is a CISO and CIO for the Department of Transportation,

as well as for the Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Highway Administration, and the other

11 agencies under the DoT. In principle, departmental-level CISOs and CIOs have authority over

the agency-level officers. However, in practice, departmental-level officers have limited budgetary

control, and so they cannot implement strategic investments across the department. Consequently,

most security efforts are led by agency-level CISOs, and there is often a lack of coordination between

the department and agency level.

One federal CISO sums up the dilemma facing departmental-level CISOs as follows: “They

don’t have money, they don’t have people, and they all report to CIOs. So security is subject to

the imperative of keep the system up, keep the mission running, and oh yeah security if there’s

time and interest.”

Even at state level there can be disconnect between authority and budget. One state-level

executive reported that while his office has responsibility for ensuring the security of IT systems,

counties choose what IT systems to install because they control their own budgets. The officer is

then left with the challenge of securing many different systems, without budget or central oversight.
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7.3 Tension between compliance and security in oversight process

Oversight comes in the form of an audit for compliance to a set of standards and this year’s

operational plan; completing the audit requires a very significant portion of the time available over

the year.

The FISMA process centers on carrying out periodic Security Certification and Accreditation

(C&As). In the words of one federal CISO, “The whole FISMA and C&A process was horrendously

outdated”. CISOs pointed out two key problems: the slowness of completing the process rendered

the results immediately outdated, and the time and budget required to comply distracts from the

mission to improve security.

For example, one CISO explained that he managed several hundred systems subject to FISMA

C&A. The inspector general (IG) would begin the review process in January, run through their

sampling of tests, control selections and processes. They would define their testing categories, and

by June or July, the IG would come back with initial reports, in hopes of finishing up by August or

September. The IG would deliver the report to the CISO in November, who would have to come

up with action plans, get those signed off on by the secretary and into their system for tracking,

which leaves just enough time off for the Christmas holiday. By late January, the IG would start

asking about how they were doing with all those weaknesses they found in last year’s report.

Fortunately, leaders within the government are exploring new ways to improve security. Ac-

cording to one CISO, leaders recognize the need to “get away from creating books that say we are

safe, which is in fact taking resources away from actually making sure the government is trying to

protect its networks.” One such effort is the Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation Program, led

by the Department of Homeland Security. Multiple CISOs pointed to this process with optimism,

hoping that the measurements enabled here might even eventually displace the traditional FISMA

approach with more timely feedback.

7.4 Government CISOs always report to CIOs

These CIOs are both political appointees and career staff. In either case they are more focused on

operations than they are on cyber risk. This is the same dynamic as was outlined above.

7.5 Effective government CISOs get creative

Despite the challenges outlined above, we also found in our discussions that effective security

officers get creative in order to get their jobs done. For example, one CISO recounted how he has

repurposed existing equipment to deploy security controls running open-source software. Doing so

enables him to sidestep the appropriations process and deploy a needed control quickly. Another

CISO explained that in order to win budget for critical investments outside the three-year cycle,

he would find vulnerabilities in agency systems and demonstrate the problem in presentations to

senior management. By making the threat “real” to decision makers, the CISO could effectively

make the case that he needed support now.
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8 Conclusion

We explored how firms identify, prioritize, and invest to manage cybersecurity risks with 40 exec-

utives using a semi-structured interview format. Above we have reported in detail on interviewee

responses to our questions; here we conclude by presenting key take-aways.

Support of senior management is quite high in private sector. With very few exceptions,

senior management understood the importance of cybersecurity efforts. This led to support not only

at the senior management level, but in many cases at the board level as well. When asked what

has made senior management so supportive the most common reason given was recent widely–

publicized breaches such as the Anthem breach. These events seem to have greatly raised the

awareness of what impact a lack of cybersecurity can have.

Getting budget for cybersecurity efforts is not as much a challenge as is resourcing

cybersecurity projects. As a result of senior management support budget is generally not a

limitation for non-governmental entities; some interviewees would say that their senior management

wanted to move faster than the CISO thought was advisable. In some cases senior management

would not allocate the full requested budget due to concerns that the CISO’s organization could

not execute the number of proposed projects; they weren’t concerned about the budget but about

the size of the effort being more than the available resources could reasonably complete.

Finding qualified personnel is a key challenge. Many interviewed CISOs talked about in-

creasing the size of their teams significantly – one CISO talked about increasing headcount by 20 –

and the challenges with finding qualified personnel to do so. Interviewees spoke of open positions,

and of deciding they will not be able to hire experienced cybersecurity professionals and instead

hiring recent college grads that will be trained internally. This lack of talent impacts the utility

of cybersecurity applications: one CISO stated that he believed he was not making full use of

his cybersecurity applications because his staff was not able to make use of all the features those

applications — this is a skills and usability issue.

Frameworks are at the center of defining risk perception and investment. Most every

cybersecurity director we spoke to uses a framework to define their firm’s cybersecurity status

and to prioritize investments. These frameworks ranged from well-known frameworks such as ISO

and NIST to homegrown frameworks that might be some combination of existing frameworks or

completely custom. Some CISOs also value frameworks as a powerful way to make clear to senior

decision makers the business risk they face due to cyber events; this understanding of the potential

business impacts enabled the CISOs to effectively present the case for projects, and allowed them

to report progress.
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There is much more focus on process than outcomes. A focus of this research was to see

if outcome measures were used in budgeting decisions (e.g. ROI). The interviews themselves made

clear that there was much more focus on process measures than outcome measures. A focus on

controls – finding and fixing gaps between current and desired cybersecurity posture – dominates.

There is much less focus on the actual results of cybersecurity efforts, such as examining costs and

the effectiveness of controls. This may be due to the widespread use of frameworks which promotes

the use of process measures.

There are very few notable differences between the sectors studied. This study focused

on the financial, health care, retail and government sectors. While they have much in common

in how they approached the cybersecurity challenge, there are a couple of notable differences.

First, the three-year budget cycle in the U.S. government sector as well as the current auditing

requirements are a challenge for government CISOs that their private-sector colleagues don’t have.

Second, the financial sector has made the distinction between operations and risk management in a

much more concrete manner than the other sectors studied. In the financial CISO reporting chains

we encountered, the CISO never reported to the CIO, which is not the case in the other sectors.

The use of intelligence (third-party or other) is widespread. One of the more promising

findings is that there is good deal of information sharing regarding cybersecurity. This ranges

from informal venues such as CISO “talking shops” to more formal structures such as ISACs.

Topics discussed included threats, as well as opinions of cybersecurity applications/devices. Many

interviewed firms were getting threat intelligence both internally from their SIEMs and externally

from third-party threat intelligence providers. We heard of multiple individuals having security

clearances and of having access to classified threat intelligence. This sharing of intelligence might be

most robust in the U.S.; one foreign CISO talked about it being ‘early-days’ for his country’s ISAC-

equivalents. Another foreign CISO expressed some frustration with threat-sharing and incident

assistance by his country’s intelligence and law services; he said the U.S. FBI was ‘only a phone

call away’.

Overall we think that CISOs have robust resources and processes to manage cybersecurity;

unfortunately bad actors also have robust resources. We believe that this is a period when many

firms will elevate cyber to being a first-class risk which will lead to a significant adjustment to the

role of the CISO.

We conclude by noting an unresolved disconnect. On the one hand, CISOs express high con-

fidence in frameworks and their ability to identify and deploy the best controls to improve cyber-

security for their organization. On the other hand, the steady drumbeat of high-profile breaches

shows no sign of abating. We speculate that this contradiction may result from an overconfidence

in the process-based measures and a corresponding lack of emphasis on measuring secure outcomes.

Explanations for why we observe this phenomenon are likely behavioral, and understanding why is

surely to be an exciting opportunity for future research.
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A Interview Questions

A.1 Grounding Questions

• Please briefly describe your background.

• Please briefly describe the reporting chain in your organization. Where does risk roll up?

A.2 Macro-level Questions

• How has your infosec budget been changing over the past couple of years?

• What are your primary concerns from a cybersecurity standpoint?

• What do you see as the biggest threats for your company?

• How do you identify which threats are most important and prioritize accordingly?

• What factor is most important in driving cybersecurity investment: cost reduction, compli-

ance obligations, perceived risk reduction, general process improvement, or something else?

Please elaborate.

• When thinking about infosec spending decisions, are any evidence or metrics used in making

cyber investment decisions?

• Do you use ROI? If so, how do you find it useful? If not, why?

• Do you feel that upper-level management adequately supports cybersecurity investment needs?

Why or why not?

• Has the degree of support changed over the past few years?

• If you get push-back, how does the conversation go?

• Do you feel like you have adequate information in managing overall cyber risk and prioritizing

accordingly? Is there any way in which this could be improved?

A.3 Micro-level questions

• Can you talk about one or two of your most recent large cybersecurity projects?

– Did you employ any of the metrics and measures just discussed?

– What was helpful about them?

– What was left wanting?

• When focusing on a solution to a particular problem (like the one covered in the recent project

just mentioned), how do you choose between competing solutions. Is it based on:
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– price

– superiority of technology (if so: how was this determined)

– vendor leadership according to 3rd parties (Forrester wave or Gartner magic quadrant)?

Which if either?

• Do you feel like you have adequate information available to make an informed choice between

products? If not, what other information would be helpful?

• How do you evaluate security investments after they are made? Do you use evidence-based

measures (reduced attacks, etc.), ROI, etc? How do you know it’s working or not?

• Do you close the circle by tracking the change in the metrics used to justify the investment?

(for these cases, what were your results relative to the metrics?)

At the end of the interview, participants were asked a final series of questions:

• Do you feel like your organization is spending too much, too little, or about the right amount

on cybersecurity?

• Do you feel like your peers are spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on

cybersecurity?

Participants were then given a “pop quiz” handout, which listed drivers of security investment

and prioritization approaches. They were asked to rank (in order) their top three choices. Finally,

they were given the opportunity to list any metrics that they use.
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